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THE DAY AFTER

The day of ritual, observance and introspection
Was over and I leaned back and thought of my
Experience.  It had been a day unlike others 
In so many ways; remote yet so personal.

A day in the year when the world around me
Yields to introspection, memory and personal
Review, a day of reverence and of remembrance.
My mind was at ease but thoughts remained.

From deep, deep inside me the feelings had come,
Disorderly, stinging and crying out to be heard.
I felt them raw and unfiltered as if confronted
By eternal questions demanding my response.

The day of observance was working its magic,
Forcing me to confront those feelings in a way
Up front and personal without me hiding them
In the cracks and recesses for some later time.

It was a religious observance for sure, shorn of
The imposing physicality of the synagogue,
Free of the closeness of family and friends
Sitting in pews observing the pulpit from afar.

I was alone, in my home; the clergy’s words
And the songs of the liturgy coming to me
On my computer yet without any sense 
Of the seemingly artificial electronic barrier.

The experience was uniquely personal;
The clergy and music were in the room with me,
Providing guidance through the day of observance,
For me and just for me.  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My deeply held feelings emerged into my
Consciousness, welled up in my being and
Spoke to me in ways that ordinarily do not
Occur.  I was moved to tears by memory.

I thought of my parents and grandparents 
Living in a different age but undoubtedly
Sharing the same thoughts of family and
Future, of the known and the unknown.

And yet there was more, born out of the
Circumstances in which we were living,
The tumultuous times we were experiencing,
The daily uncertainty of life or death.

I confronted my feelings of anxiety, feeling
Uncertain of our future, as a society, as a
Democracy, as a civilization worthy of note
In the hopefully millenniums to come.

I confronted my feelings of despair that
Rise up in the face of the daily news and
Analyses of the words and actions of our
Elected leaders who seek fame and power
At all costs, the well-being of the body politic
Being of secondary concern.

I looked depression squarely in the eye during 
That day of observance and rejected such a retreat
Into personal hell as an unworthy antidote to the
Present; I was better than that.

And I was confronted by the feelings of stress
Induced by a pandemic yet to be brought under
Control as it rampaged around the globe.
I want to believe that science and truth will conquer
That beat of all beasts.
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The words of liturgy rang in my ears as I thought
Of how best to control and hopefully conquer
What I was experiencing.   The day was ending
And the words of conclusion were trailing away. 

The answer finally emerged from the depths 
Of my feelings and the liturgical ceremony.  

The answer needed to transcend the present and
Speak to the generations to come, my grandchildren 
And great grandchildren, unborn and yet always
Foreseeable in the present.

For there to be that future, hope must reign supreme.
Hope must be the shofar call ensuring the future.
Hope must be invited into our hearts to quiet the
Anxiety, to quell the despair and to quash the depression.

Outrage, often a by-product of our current turmoil, does not
And cannot be allowed to govern our actions for that
Path leads to disfunction and destruction of all we 
Hold dear in our hearts.

Better to offer hope and continue to work with hope
In our hearts towards a reality we humans seek.
I realize that the power of my day of observance
Was, in the end, revelatory and revealing.

I let my mind reverberate with the feelings in my heart
And murmured the words of prayer for the realization
Of hope in our lifetime. 

My prayer was all encompassing:  

A prayer for patience,
A prayer for kindness,
A prayer for love expanding, 
A prayer for support of the young, 
    The weak and the elderly, 
A prayer for wisdom and courage, 
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A prayer for civil discourse and respect,
A prayer for our leaders to be chosen wisely
And for them to govern wisely.

A prayer for our times.
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